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V7.7 Release Notes 

YPLM#      Feature List 

719 Admin Folder: The new system configuration setting StyleMaterialsReadFromLib, located in 
the Admin Folder, auto updates the BOM Material information once the material header is 
saved within the material folder. Batch Update is not required for this setting to work. 

662 Application Configuration: The out of the box Care Control Panel entries are now available to 
be used as field configurations across the application. 

670 Application Configuration: The Style Care workflow page is now configurable. 

667 Application Configuration: The Style Bill of Material workflow page is now configurable.  

671 API Integration: The Style BOM workflow page now contains additional API support. 

675 API Integration: The Style Seasonal Colorway area now contains API support. 

676 API Integration: The Style Look book area now contains API support. 

666 Batch Queue: The Batch Queue area now allows users to download multiple Tech Packs at 
once after mass creating Tech Packs. 

729 BI Folder:  The attachment expiration dates report has been updated to include the Resource 
Folder attachments.   

683 BOM: Updated the BOM LIN column from a radio button to checkbox which allows for multiple 
selections.  

329 Control Panel: Updated the Control Panel> Tech Pack> Predefined Sample Request Reports to 
now display the Report name vs the Report File name, making it easier to know which print 
option you’re selecting. 

516 Control Panel, Measurement Page: The Control Panel now contains a new Fraction Conversion 
page which allows a user to define any Fraction to Decimal values that may be needed as part 
of the user’s measurements and grading. Example Support for 32nds.  

668 Control Panel, Material Request, Sample Request: The new addition of the Ship Method area 
within the Control Panel allows users to configure a shipping carrier and tracking URL.   

669 Control Panel, Style Folder, Tech Pack: Users can now designate printout options when 
creating a Style sub-workflow page. This will override a predefined tech pack page selection. 

764 Control Panel, Style Folder, Workflow: An Admin can predefine sub-workflow pages within 
the Control Panel > Dev Workflow area for use as default workflows pages when a Style is 
created. 

689 EULA: The End User License Agreement now supports multiple languages. A new user's 
designated language determines how the EULA is displayed. Upon user creation, the 
Administrator must specify the user’s language for the EULA to change. The following 
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languages are supported: English – US and UK, Spanish – Mexico and Spain, Portuguese, 
Italian, German, French, Chinese. 

660 Line List: A new Sample Request Header Flash Edit allows the user to mass edit sample request 
header information for Styles included in the Line List. 

663 Partner Folder: The Partner Folder now provides users with the option to add attachments 
within the Attachment section. 

664 Resource Folder:  The Resource Folder’s attachments area now contains new expiry date 
fields. 

665 Resource Folder: The Resource Folder attachments now contains a new field selection ‘Include 
in Resource List’ which will display any selected attachment in a new dropdown field on the 
material header. 

661 Sample Request, Style Measurement:  The stated workflow areas now contain the excel 
export functionality. 

672 Sourcing Folder: YuniquePLM can now manage freight by country of origin, or by a supplier 
with a new freight handling rate Control Panel entry.  

674 SRMOn: Partners who have access to shared workflow pages can create and edit the 
measurement and text-image workflow pages directly in SrmOn. This is available when the 
new system setting is enabled, EnableSrmOnPageAddAndEdit.  

656 User Profile: The user profile page now provides a button directly linking the user to the 
Gerber Community site. 
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YPLM#     Defect List 
342 Admin Folder: Corrected an issue where a wrong translated language was placed in an OOTB 

field. 
 

367 Admin Folder, Language Support: Fixed an issue where words were not correctly translated 
because of a space at the end of a word. 
 

487 Admin Folder:  Corrected an issue where the decimal separator (,) for UK English did not 
update within the Style Costing page. When changed from a period to a comma an “invalid 
currency format” error was received. 
 

489 Admin Folder: Corrected an issue where a user with no permissions to the Silhouette Folder 
still had access. 
 

531 Admin Folder: Corrected an issue where the system setting, BOMAllowInputMaterialPrice, did 
not function correctly. 
 

697 Application Configuration: Corrected an issue in the Line List Flash Edit area where the EAV 
fields were not editable. 

884 Application Configuration: Corrected an issue when a client lost their EAV configurability 
within the Line List after upgrading to version 7.6. 

885 Application Configurability: Corrected an issue with the Line List New Style area EAV 
Configurability status fields.  

389 BOM:  Corrected an issue where the Style BOM did not automatically refresh after a Line List 
was created.  

715 Control Panel: Corrected an issue where the Control Panel EAV Field Width entry defaulted to 
150px regardless of a specified amount. 

745 Costing Page: Corrected an issue where the Style Costing page did not function correctly when 
the user language was set to Dutch, Spanish or Portuguese. 

594 Image Folder: Corrected an issue where Mac OS 10.13.4 Safari users were unable to upload 
images to YuniquePLM. 

418 Line List:  Corrected an issue where users were able to enter duplicate Style numbers within 
the Line List’s Style Header Flash Edit area. As a result, the duplicated Style numbers were 
shown within the Style Folder. 

886 Line List:  Corrected an issue where adding a subcategory to the Style Flash Edit area did not 
work correctly. 

270 Material Folder: Corrected an issue where making changes within the Material header fields 
were not tracked within the change log. 

696 Material Request: Corrected an issue where a SrmOn Partner was able to modify a Sample 
after it was approved. 
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517 Measurement Page: Corrected an issue on the Style Measurement page where re-linking a 
modified grade does not pull the description, tolerance or grade.  

528 Measurement Page: Corrected an issue where the Measurement Graded Spec report, 
accessible from the Style Measurement Preview list, displayed inactive and hidden sizes.  

787 Quote Folder, Sourcing:  Corrected an issue where updating a Quote in a Batch Update 
actually opened the quote. 

716 Sample Request: Corrected an issue within the Sample Request – Sample Summary tab where 
the image in the 1st position is not shown. 

412 Sourcing: Corrected an issue where clicking on an emailed quote link only showed user’s the 
Quotation Edit view and not the Style. 

558 srmOn: Corrected an issue where an srmOn user had visible access to ALL agents, vendors and 
factories regardless of their designated list.  

390 Style Folder: Corrected an issue where a Style with EAV fields did not copy all field data when a 
style variation is created or a style is copied. 

743 Application Configuration: Corrected an issue within the EAV area of the Style Folder Search 
Grid where the Design Contact selection is unavailable for editing. 

490 System Configuration: Corrected an issue with a Field Configuration where entering a 
true/false field type resulted in the default value not working properly.  
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